In order to understand the world we live in, humans synthesize models that enable us to reason about what we perceive. Intelligence information available for analysis is collected from diverse sources, rendering it fuzzy. These diverse sources often do not have consistent contextual bases and this introduces ambiguity into the correlation and inference processes applied to the combined information. This is why intelligence operatives very often have a challenging task finding related events and inferring likely outcomes from such data.
I. The Artificial Cognitive Neural Framework (ACNF) Architecture
The processing framework described here is called the Artificial Cognitive Neural Framework (ACNF) and is a hybrid computing architecture that utilizes genetic, neural-network, fuzzy, and complex system components, that allow integration of diverse information sources, associated events, and multiple learning and memory systems to make observations, process information, make inferences, and decisions. Within the ACNF, Continuously Recombinant Neural Fiber Networks are utilized to map complex memory and learning patterns as the system learns and adapts [Bishop 1995 ]. The entire system "lives" and communicates via Intelligent information Software Agents (ISAs) that mimic human reasoning by understanding how to create and develop hypotheses [Crowder 2003b , Crowder 2010a , 2011a .
This architecture provides a collection of constraints, building blocks, design elements, and rules for composing the cognitive aspects. Figure 1 illustrates the ACNF architecture. The three main subsystems within the ACNF are: 1. The Cognitive System: this consists of the Artificial Cognition, Learning Algorithms, Artificial Neural Emotions, Artificial Consciousness, and Cognitive Perceptrons that make up the consciousness structures. These are responsible for the cognitive functionality of perception, consciousness, emotions, informational processing, and other cognitive functions within the ACNF.
The Mediator (the Artificial Prefrontal Cortex): the Mediator takes information from the
Cognitive Perceptrons 2 , processed through the Artificial Cognition processes, and forms coalitions of perceptrons that are used to update the short-term and long-term, and episodic memories. 3. The Memory System: the Memory System consists of the Memories and Memory Integration function and takes information that is available within the ACNF memories (what the system has learned and 'knows') and continually broadcast it to the conscious perceptrons that form the cognitive center of the system; it also integrates these into current short term memory to provide Integrated Knowledge ("World Data") to the Cognitive Perceptrons to analyze incoming sensory information.
Cognitive Perceptrons
The 
II. The Artificial Prefrontal Cortex (The Mediator)
Within the ACNF, the Artificial Prefrontal Cortex (APC), or Mediator, provides cognitive intelligence for the ACNF and allows for rapid analysis, reasoning, and reporting capabilities. The APC facilitates information, intelligence, and memory integration and allows faster accommodation and delivery of knowledge and knowledge characteristics across the system [Crowder and Friess 2011b] . The prefrontal cortex has long been suspected to play an important role in cognitive control, in the ability to orchestrate thought and action in accordance with internal goals [Yand and Raine 2009]. Cognitive control stems from the active maintenance of patterns of activity in the prefrontal cortex that represent goals and the means to achieve them. They provide bias signals to other cognitive structures whose net effect is to guide the flow of activity along neural pathways that establish the proper mappings between inputs, internal states, and outputs needed to perform a given task. The Prefrontal Cortex is integral to planning complex cognitive behaviors, personality expression, decision making and moderating correct social behavior. The basic activity of this brain region is considered to be orchestration of thoughts and actions in accordance with internal goals [Sycara 1990 ]. The functions carried out by the prefrontal cortex area can be described as Executive Functions. Executive Functions relate to abilities to differentiate among conflicting thoughts, determine good and bad behavior, better and best, same and different, future consequences of current activities, working toward a defined goal, prediction of outcomes, expectation based on actions, and social 'control'. The Artificial Prefrontal Cortex (APC) is of significant importance when top-down processing is needed. Top-down processing by definition is when behavior is guided by internal states or intentions [Crowder and Friess 2011b] . All of these are driving toward the cognitive concept of 'mindfulness'.
Mindfulness: an awareness that lets us see things as they truly are without distortion or judgment, giving the most insightful explanation of how mindfulness can change not only our lives, but the very structure of our brains.
In order for the ACNF to be truly autonomous, we must give it these Executive Function abilities. One of the cognitive concepts that will be necessary for autonomous system capabilities is the ability to perform top-down processing. To take an understanding of the mission or task at hand, from this define goals and prediction of outcomes, and utilize this knowledge to define the system behaviors needed to meet the mission or task goals. For the ACNF, executive management and strategic knowledge is essential. The executive management autonomous system processes involve planning, monitoring, evaluating and revising the cognitive processes and products. Strategic knowledge involves knowing what tasks or operations to perform (factual or declarative knowledge), knowing when and why to perform the tasks or operations (conditional or contextual knowledge) and knowing how to perform them (procedural or methodological knowledge). Both executive management and strategic knowledge capabilities are required for the ACNF to autonomously self-regulate its own thinking and learning. Figure 3 illustrates the APC affected state model. • Declarative Knowledge: refers to knowing "about" things, • Procedural Knowledge: refers to knowing "how" to do things, and • Conditional Knowledge: refers to knowing the "why" and "when" aspects of cognition.
We can classify Knowledge of Cognition into three components:
• Metacognitive Knowledge: (also called Metacognitive Awareness) is what the system knows about itself as a cognitive processor.
• Metacognitive Regulation: is the regulation of cognition and learning experiences through a set of activities that help the system control its learning. This may be based on its understanding of its own "knowledge gaps." • Metacognitive Experiences: are those experiences that have something to do with the current, on-going cognitive endeavors (current mission or goals).
The nature of Metacognition is to understand the structure of the ACNF Cognitive Processes, i.e., the ability to think about what we think. The beginnings of Metacognition are founded in understanding each action the ACNF might take. Within the APC, each action is broken into sub-actions, each of which may have separate and different contexts. This contextual knowledge, carried within the Cognitive Perceptrons, provides the APC with Self-Awareness and Self-Assessment processes. This contextual knowledge is extremely important to an autonomous system because an activity must be performed in order to satisfy a given contest. Hence, it must also be measured and validated against a specific context to determine the contextual growth over time relative to a given threshold. Therefore, growing a system's Metacognitive Knowledge based upon individual via Metacognitive Regulation and experiences. 
III.
In order for the ACNF be truly autonomous, we must categorize, classify, and store information fragments. The purpose of the ACNF memory system is to provide the ability to reconstruct/recall information and knowledge, as well as events that have happened in the past. Here, as in humans, the ACNF memories are classified into three different types: Sensory, Short-Term, and Long-Term dealing with different types of information and different memory flows are depicted below in the Figure 4 .
The ACNF Sensory Memories
The Sensory Memory within the ACNF memory system are those memory registers where unprocessed information that comes in through the ACNF environmental sensors is buffered to begin initial processing of the raw data/information. These buffers represent Preconscious Buffers described earlier. The ACNF sensory memory system has a la possibly disparate and diverse information from a variety of sources. And although it has a large capacity, it has a short duration. The information that is buffered in this sensory memory must be sorted, categorized, turned into information fragments, metadata, contextual threads, and attributes (including emotional attributes) and then sent on to the ACNF Short cognitive processing. Based on the information gathered in this i growing a system's Metacognitive Knowledge based upon individual contexts, recombinantly gathered via Metacognitive Regulation and experiences.
The ACNF Artificial Prefrontal Cortex Affected State Model
The ACNF Memory System
In order for the ACNF be truly autonomous, we must provide the system with the abilities to acquire, categorize, classify, and store information fragments. The purpose of the ACNF memory system is to provide the ability to reconstruct/recall information and knowledge, as well as events that have in the past. Here, as in humans, the ACNF memories are classified into three different types: Term [Arens, et al. 1993] . Each memory type has several instantiations, of information and different periodicity. Each of these memory types and memory flows are depicted below in the overall ACNF High-Level Memory Arc
The ACNF Sensory Memories
The Sensory Memory within the ACNF memory system are those memory registers where unprocessed information that comes in through the ACNF environmental sensors is buffered to begin initial processing of the raw data/information. These buffers represent Preconscious Buffers described earlier. The ACNF sensory memory system has a large capacity to accommodate large quantities of possibly disparate and diverse information from a variety of sources. And although it has a large capacity, it has a short duration. The information that is buffered in this sensory memory must be ategorized, turned into information fragments, metadata, contextual threads, and attributes (including emotional attributes) and then sent on to the ACNF Short-Term Memory (STM) for initial cognitive processing. Based on the information gathered in this initial Sensory Memory processing, contexts, recombinantly gathered provide the system with the abilities to acquire, categorize, classify, and store information fragments. The purpose of the ACNF memory system is to provide the ability to reconstruct/recall information and knowledge, as well as events that have in the past. Here, as in humans, the ACNF memories are classified into three different types: Each memory type has several instantiations, periodicity. Each of these memory types and Level Memory Architecture shown in
The Sensory Memory within the ACNF memory system are those memory registers where raw, unprocessed information that comes in through the ACNF environmental sensors is buffered to begin initial processing of the raw data/information. These buffers represent Preconscious Buffers described rge capacity to accommodate large quantities of possibly disparate and diverse information from a variety of sources. And although it has a large capacity, it has a short duration. The information that is buffered in this sensory memory must be ategorized, turned into information fragments, metadata, contextual threads, and attributes Term Memory (STM) for initial nitial Sensory Memory processing, Cognitive Perceptrons will be generated and initial "thoughts" about the data and hypotheses are generated by the Cognitive Perceptron and thought-process information, are passed along with the process's sensory information are sent to working memory and the Artificial Cognition processes within the ACNF are alerted.
The ACNF Short-Term Memories
Short-Term or "Working" memory within the ACNF is where new information is temporarily stored while it is being processed. Short-Term Memory is where most of the reasoning within the ACNF happens. Short-Term Memory (STM) has two major divisions, called "rehearsals" because the ACNF continually refreshes, or rehearses, these memories while they are being processed and reasoned about, so that the memories do not degrade until they can be sent on to Long-Term Memory and acted upon by the Artificial Consciousness processes within the ACNF.
One of the major functionalities within the STM Attention Loop is the Spatio-Temporal Burst Detector. Within these processes, Information Fragments are ordered in terms of their spatial and temporal characteristics. Spatial 3 and Temporal transitions states are measured in terms of mean, mode, median, velocity, and acceleration and are correlated between their spatial and temporal characteristics and measurements. Rather than just looking at frequencies of occurrence within information, we also look for rapid increases in temporal or spatial characteristics that may trigger an inference or emotional response from the cognitive processes. State transitions bursts are ranked according to their weighting (velocity and acceleration), together with the associated temporal and/or spatial characteristics, and any emotional triggers that might have resulted from this burst processing. This Burst Detection and processing may help to identify relevant topics, concepts, or inferences that may need further processing by the Artificial Prefrontal Cortex and/or Cognitive Consciousness processes (see Figure 5 ).
The ACNF Long-Term Memories
The ACNF Long-Term Memory (LTM), in the simplest sense, is the permanent place where the ACNF stores its memories. Information that is processed in the STM makes it to LTM through the process of rehearsal, processing, encoding, and then association with other memories (see Figure 6 ). Like in the human brain, memories are not stored in databases or in flat files, in fact, they are not stored as whole memories, but are stored as Information Fragments. The process of recall, or remembering, constructs memories from these Information Fragments that are stored in various regions of the ACNF LTM system, depending on the type of information. Within the ACNF LTM storage processes, Information Fragments are stored in different ways, depending on the type of information. There are three main types of LTM:
• 
The ACNF Emotional Memories
Within the ACNF memory system, memories about emotional situations are often stored in both Explicit and Implicit LTM systems. Just as the amygdale and hippocampus are involved in implicit and explicit emotional memories, respectively, the ACNF and the Cognitive Perceptron Coalitions become emotionally aroused when they form semantic and episodic memories about situations that cause "stress" within an artificial neural system. Stress situations may involve a loss of resources, new data environments that are unfamiliar or new interfaces that are introduced into the environment. These cognitive representations of emotional situations better referred to as memories about emotions rather than emotional memories.
Figure 6 -ACNF Long-Term Memory Lower Ontology
In human emotions, emotional arousal often leads to stronger memories. This is a statement about explicit memories involving emotional situations (memories about emotions). The effects of emotional arousal on explicit memory are due to processes that are secondary to the activation of emotional processing systems in the ACNF. For example, in a situation of danger (say in an artificial neural system controlling a weapon system), processing of threatening environment stimuli would lead to the activation of the active cognitive emotion agents within the ACNF, which, in turn, would transmit information to neural structures within the infrastructure of the system and system network Friess 2010a, 2010b] . Activity in these areas would be detected by the cognitive coalitions and would lead to increases in system emotional arousal (due to activation of modulation within the neural structure that leads to the release of cognitive problem, solution, search, and emotion agents. The transmittal of informational content as well as emotional context allows information construction/retrieval performance to be greatly enhanced, allowing for "cognitive economy" within the artificial neural systems.
Memory Encoding (Representation)
Within the ACNF Memory are four distinct processes that are handled within the STM that determine where information is transferred after cognitive processing. These are:
• Information Fragment Encoding: The Information Fragment encoding creates a small, Information Fragment Cognitive Map that will be used for the organization and integration memories within the ACNF. Figure 7 illustrates the Information Fragment encoding process.
• Information Fragment Selection: this involves filtering the incoming information from the Preconscious Buffers into separable Information Fragments and then determining which information fragments are relevant to be further processed, stored, and acted on by the ACNF as a whole. 
Memory Integration

One of the major functionalities within the STM Attention Loop is the Spatio-Temporal Burst Detector.
Within these processes, Information Fragments are ordered in terms of their spatial and temporal characteristics. Spatial 4 and Temporal transitions states are measured in terms of mean, mode, median, velocity, and acceleration and are correlated between their spatial and temporal characteristics and measurements. Rather than just looking at frequencies of occurrence within information, we also look for rapid increases in temporal or spatial characteristics that may trigger an inference or emotional response from the cognitive processes. State transitions bursts are ranked according to their weighting (velocity and acceleration), together with the associated temporal and/or spatial characteristics, and any emotional triggers that might have resulted from this burst processing [Crowder and Carbone 2011b] . This Burst Detection and processing may help to identify relevant topics, concepts, or inferences that may need further processing by the Artificial Prefrontal Cortex and/or Cognitive Consciousness processes.
Once processing within the STM system has completed and all memories are encoded, mapped to topical associations, and their contexts captured, their representations are created and they are sent on to the Memory Integration processes and memories that are deemed relevant to "remember" are integrated into past memories and then stored in one of the Long Term Memory systems, along with sending the integrated memory information back into the Cognitive Perceptron processes to provide a complete picture of current knowledge about the incoming sensory information. 
IV. ACNF Learning
Learning within the ACNF denotes changes in the system that enable the ACNF to perform new tasks previously unknown, or to perform tasks already learned more accurately or more efficiently. Learning is constructing or modifying representations of what the ACNF is experiencing. Learning also allows the ACNF to fill in skeletal or incomplete information or specifications about a domain (selfassessment). Figure 8 illustrates Learning Management within the ACNF.
The ACNF, or any complex, AI system, cannot be completely preloaded, or trained, and requires autonomous and dynamic updating (learning) to incorporate new information into the system. Learning new characteristics expands the ACNF's domain or expertise and lessens the brittleness of the systems. There are multiple learning systems within the ACNF, these are:
• Rote Learning: also called "learning-by-memorization." This is an associative implicit memory that carries rote information required for the ACNF to function.
• Induction: Extrapolates from a given set of examples so that the ACNF can make accurate predictions about future examples.
• Abduction: Genetic Algorithms generate populations of hypotheses and a Dialectic Argument (Tolemin) Structure, discussed above, is used to reason about and learn about a given set of information or situations, also called Concept Learning.
• Clustering: Pattern Recognition.
• PAC Learning: called "Probably, Approximately Correct" learning, this learning style assumes information attained is from an unknown distribution of information about a particular topic. The assumption is that what we learn based on the information we have seen to date, provides and approximately correct basis for new data or information not encountered yet. However, the Probably, Approximately, notion denotes that it is expected that what is learned, or 'remembered', about the information will have to be updated as new information is attained.
• Occam Learning: This learning system, taken from William of Occam, called "Occam's Razor," is often sited to justify one hypothesis over others, and is taken to mean "prefer simpler explanations." The more the data is compressed, i.e., the more complex the learning algorithm, the more likely something subtle that is important is missed or eliminated. Reasoning from this perspective, we define an "Occam Learning Algorithm" to be one that produces hypotheses, or "Pattern Discoveries that are simple in structure, and grow slowly as more data are analyzed (see Figure 9 ). 
V.
Integration of Disparate, Complex Data
From the outset, the goal of the ACNF architecture any type. To do so required understandi • The concept of representation and the subtle difference between it and presentation.
• Formats are defined by their creators for a number of reasons, either with forethought of how to convey thoughts to themselves or to Clinical psychologists refer to the storage of this representation in memory which we have constructed in this research [Marsella and Gatch 2002 thought or complex concept, is the cont output of the end product. If at all, this must not be lost in tr the onset of XML and the development of RDF and OWL has been a great tool for mapping into formats which systems can easily access and understand. However, although some are better than the other most knowledge is translated into these formats with extreme loss of context and most definitely with the loss of pedigree, of attributes of the architecture were put in place to capture this context and pedigree. This was not a simple task and work still remains to be done. Secondly, the concept of presentation is als driven and is a subtle difference from representation, but usually the mechanism by which we cognitively interact with the information so that not only we understand it better but can convey it to someone else. Thus, this is the reason for our im framework develop over time. In this way divergence and convergence to context can be interacted with dynamically to more quickly achieve the desired result.
The ACNF Occam Learning Environment
V. ACNF Capabilities
Integration of Disparate, Complex Data
goal of the ACNF architecture was to recombinantly assimilate knowledge from standing of two fundamental concepts: The concept of representation and the subtle difference between it and presentation. Formats are defined by their creators for a number of reasons, either with forethought of how to convey thoughts to themselves or to others.
Clinical psychologists refer to the storage of this representation in memory which we have constructed [Marsella and Gatch 2002, Newell 2003] . Therefore, at each core structure of a simple thought or complex concept, is the context that comes from the creator and is embedded within the output of the end product. If at all, this must not be lost in translation, which too often it is. For example, the onset of XML and the development of RDF and OWL has been a great tool for mapping into formats which systems can easily access and understand. However, although some are better than the other most knowledge is translated into these formats with extreme loss of context and most which is the key to capturing context as well. Therefore, a number of attributes of the architecture were put in place to capture this context and pedigree. This was not a simple task and work still remains to be done. Secondly, the concept of presentation is als driven and is a subtle difference from representation, but usually the mechanism by which we cognitively interact with the information so that not only we understand it better but can convey it to the reason for our implementation of being able to watch the neural framework develop over time. In this way divergence and convergence to context can be interacted with dynamically to more quickly achieve the desired result.
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VI. Conclusions and Discussion
We believe this framework provides an allow autonomous operations. The use of the I encryption schemes described have the potential to radically change and enhance in the future. With this, combined with the adaptation framework shown in Figure 1 learn, self-adapt, and react to rapid ch agent technologies and learning sets, but we feel this has much potential. Handling of Conflicted Data/Data Errors tally within the processes that recombinantly assimilate information content into knowledge, error. There exists only information content. Therefore, the concept of errors is itself erroneous to the architecture. This sounds somewhat blasphemous but is exactly why the way it does. The ACNF has Intelligent Information Agents, which monitor the system for convergence and divergence from a given context and ht into the processes which monitor the system as a type of sensor 1995, Scally, Bonato, and Crowder 2011]. These agents monitor the constant evaluation and reevaluation of new information content as it is absorbed or assimilated into the sy the system autonomously devours information we also have the concepts of constraints embedded in the architecture. The difficulty with constraints is that each specific context may have different constraints to the information being processed and the dynamically changing context itself. This is the reason for the adaptation and storage of evaluating positive and negative outcomes through the use of positive and negative perceptrons. These outcomes are also a form of context and in our opinion will become less diverse and more mainstream definitions of good and bad as the sys learns what discovers its definition of bad and good [Woolridge and Jennings 1995].
Conclusions and Discussion
rk provides an artificially intelligent architecture and methodology that will . The use of the I 2 A architecture, combined with the topical maps and encryption schemes described have the potential to radically change and enhance autonomous systems in the future. With this, combined with the adaptation framework shown in Figure 1 adapt, and react to rapid changes in situational conditions. More work is needed to refine the learning sets, but we feel this has much potential.
A Adaptation Framework
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